
THESIS STATEMENT FOR EVOLUTION VS CREATION

Every school year, students wanting to do a paper on â€œCreation vs. Evolutionâ€• contact Answers in Genesis for our
advice and insights. In reply, we share the.

As a child I grew up attending church every Sunday with my grandparents, attending bible school, and taught
the ways of the Lord There are three main notions of the origin of life, evolution, creationism, and intelligent
design. If it was good, then things stayed, and life continued. The good twin creates a picture perfect world
The major debate intended to be covered in this piece is that of whether or not evolution should be taught in
classrooms. Evolution can contradict certain religious ideologies, which can be offensive to members of those
faiths. Evolutionary creationism or theistic evolutionism is that such body, and it opines that God created the
universe through a natural process. Out of this sudden beginning all the galaxies, stars, and planets formed. I
will provide two opposing viewpoints on this subject. Recently, this debate has intensified throughout
America over the issue of whether or not to include creationism in the public school curriculum either in
conjunction with evolution or as a replacement for the theory. Humans, as far as they know, are the only
species with the brain power to question such things, and in questioning them, they have concocted many
explanations for such things. This is a hard topic to take a definite stand on since faith is abstract, yet a way of
life for Christians, and science is concrete. This paper will reveal some topics that these two groups debate
about, along with their viewpoints. Besides doing my own research, I have chosen to interview four people
extensively involved in either Christianity or biology. The bottom layers contained species associated with the
beginning of the earth, while the top layers contain more recent and advanced species, especially mammals.
The Scopes Trial took place in when the Supreme Court was deciding whether schools should teach Evolution
or Creationism. Evolution - Since the Age of the Enlightenment, the institution of religion has had to contend
with the opposition of science regarding the issues of the origins of the world and of the human species.
However, with the great intellectual revolution came thinkers such as Galileo, Copernicus, Bacon, Descartes,
and many others who challenged the biblical assumptions with empirically deduced scientific theories He
thought about a body made of darkness and out of his rectum came a wind were the demons were born. So
what can be inferred is that evolutionists provide the evidence, and the creationists try and prove the
evolutionists wrong Ever since Darwin first published the Theory of Evolution in his controversial book The
Origin of Species, the debate has raged between religion and science Evolution - Since the Age of the
Enlightenment, the institution of religion has had to contend with the opposition of science regarding the
issues of the origins of the world and of the human species. These theories, however, are not the cause of the
debate because the different theories are simply myths meant to explain the unknown-- the debate is caused by
different belief systems If not, then why should science teachers teach that life evolved over billions of years,
and that it was created as it is now just six thousand years ago. Augustine of Hippo who was raised a Christian
and later became a member of the Manicheans believed that the Old Testament was nonsense. Creation, as
defined by Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, is "the act of bringing the world into ordered
existence" Webster's,  Scientists discovered fossils throughout the various layers of the earth according to the
time period the organisms corresponded with. Evolution Ever since the publication of Charles Darwin's The
Origin of Species was published there has been an ongoing debate between science and religion. Many science
teachers have different beliefs on this particular subject. Since the earliest of times, humans have questioned
and studied the universe. The theory of evolution comes into direct conflict with another theory that has been
around for thousands of years, the theory of creation. Whether humanity evolved from monkeys over time or
was created instantly by an almighty God; that has been the debate between creationist and scientist since
Charles Darwin came forth with the evolution theory in the late eighteen-fifties. Because both explanations are
theories, neither can be proven Essay on Creation vs. This should not be, however, discordant issues for
Christian believers since those who hold the first verse is a different time period, are still being faithful to the
scriptures. The earth was made over a long period, beginning 4. Either they believe there is a creator
creationist or they believe evolutionist but with a thorough examination of scientific evidence one must
believe that evolution is the basis for our existence Evolutionists often come with the argument about fossil
findings serving as a proof of the evolutionary process; bones of such creatures as dinosaurs, or the remains of
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even more ancient beings found by archaeologists are much older than the age of our world according to the
Bible. Second, I will analyze the philosophical scientific causes of this issue in light of St. The Creation Story
is a story of hope and faith.


